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Abstract

Background Disposable devices are

increasingly becoming the preferred choice

where possible in contact medical equipment.

Aim To evaluate the accuracy of the

disposable applanation tonometer head as a

potential substitute to the standard Goldmann

applanation head.

Methods The study was prospective. The

intraocular pressure recordings in 80 eyes

of 42 patients were compared using the

disposable and standard Goldmann

applanator heads. The Bland and Altman

method of assessing agreement between two

methods of clinical measurement was used in

the analysis.

Results The difference in the readings

between the two types of tonometer heads was

highly variable (mean difference¼ 0.78mm

Hg, range¼�1 to 11mmHg). This was

because of the distortions on the applanating

surface of the disposable device. When the

readings associated with the defective heads

were excluded, very strong agreement was

obtained (mean¼ 0.07mm Hg, range¼�1 to

2mmHg).

Conclusion Good agreement with

standard Goldmann applanation is

achieved with the disposable heads except

where surface distortions induce significant

errors. Careful inspection to ensure

well-structured disposable units is

imperative in disposable applanation

tonometry.
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Introduction

Disposable devices are an alternative that are

increasingly becoming the preferred option

with regard to contact ophthalmic equipment,

arising from the fear of transmission of various

infections. Several reports are put forward on

viral (herpes simplex virus, adenovirus, HIV,

hepatitis), parasite (acanthamoeba), and prion

(Creutzfeldt–Jakob Disease) related infections.1,2

Reusable devices have various

recommendations towards their sterilization

(depending on the material of the device), to

eliminate the occurrence of these infections.

However good these methods may be, the risk

of infection can never be eliminated.3

Disposable devices may provide the solution to

the infection problem, but have their own

problems of standardization (especially for

diagnostic measurement devices) and cost. The

Medical Devices Agency recommends that

‘components of ophthalmic devices that touch

the surface of the eye should be restricted to

single patient use wherever practicable and

where this does not compromise clinical

outcome.’4

Applanation tonometry is the gold standard

across the UK for the measurement of

intraocular pressure (IOP) with Goldmann

applanators being the most widely used. Since

the process involves contact with the ocular

surface, there is concern about the spread of

communicable diseases. Until now, the

applanator heads have been resterilized

between patients by chlorhexidine wipes,

isopropyl alcohol soaks, etc. This does not

guarantee 100% safety 3 and there is the risk of

retaining some of the chemical disinfectant on

the applanator surface which may damage the

cornea. Disposable prism heads have proved
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a cost-effective option against these problems (60 pence/

head). Studies performed have shown these heads to

provide accuracy consistent with standard applanators

(up to 70.5 mmHg).

This report aims to assess the accuracy and reliability

of the disposable device in comparison to the standard

Goldmann applanator.

Materials and methods

This was a prospective study. A total of 80 eyes of 42

consecutively suitable patients were checked over a

duration of 2 weeks. Patients excluded were children and

those with corneal pathologies. Only one person was

involved in the measurement process to eliminate user-

related errors in variation between the two heads. Both

types of heads (Standard Goldmann & Disposable) were

used in every patient, alternating in consecutive patients

to eliminate the error that could be introduced by the first

measurement. IOP was checked on the slit lamp after

instilling a drop of proxymetacaine hydrochloride 0.5%

and fluorescein sodium 0.25% from a preservative-free

single-dose minim. Repeated tonomtery was avoided5

and care was taken to ensure that the patient always

looked straight ahead, and there was no external

pressure on the eyeball. The slit-lamp breath shield was

masked 6 so that the user could not assess the reading on

the scale at any point. Another observer noted the

readings during the measurement. The above

precautions are in accordance with other similar

comparison studies.7 All the disposable heads used were

preserved.

The dispoasable applanation device used consists of a

precision moulded holder and a disposable optical

doubling applanating prism (see Figure 1). The

manufacturer’s leaflet declares the optical doubling effect

to be within international standards. The holder with the

prism mounted (see Figure 2) has the same mass as the

standard Goldmann prism (1.6570.5 g). The applanating

surface of the disposable prism has the same area–

diameter specifications as the standard Goldmann

applanation head. Instructions for use are to remove the

holder from the box and peel back the lid covering one of

the disposable prisms in the box of 20. The holder is then

pushed onto the prism still in its compartment, from

behind, thereby avoiding contact with the applanating

surface. There is an indexing key moulded into the prism

which should align with the slot in the holder (Figure 1).

The holder must be pushed completely on the prism. The

holder prism complex is then fixed to the applanator just

like a standard head and used. After use, the prism alone

is disposed and the holder is reused in the same manner.

Results

Table 1 shows that IOPs dealt with were in the range of

9–23 mm Hg. The mean IOP was 15.96 mm Hg SD¼ 2.9

(Goldmann) and 15.19 mm Hg SD¼ 3.17 (disposable). It

is apparent that the Goldmann was recording an average

of 0.78 mm Hg SD¼ 2.22 higher than the disposable. This

is higher than that derived from other similar studies.7

What becomes evident is a high range of Goldmann vs

disposable reading variation of up to 11 mmHg.

Careful examination of the disposable heads revealed

that in five heads out of the 42 used, corresponding to 10

readings from the 80, there were distortions (dimpling)

on the applanating surface (Figure 3). These were

probably moulding distortions, and were causing false

low recordings by the disposables.

The parameters were reassessed by excluding the

patients on whom the defective disposable heads were

used (Table 2). The recorded IOP range was now 9–

21 mm Hg. The mean IOP was 15.87 mmHg SD¼ 2.82

(Goldmann) and 15.80 mmHg SD¼ 2.89 (disposable).

Now the Goldmann was recording an average of only

0.07 mmHg SD¼ 0.60 higher than the disposable.

Figure 1 (a) Disposable prism head, (b) Holder.

Figure 2 Note the similar mounting of the disposable system
on the right compared to the standard Goldmann system on the
left.
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The data were further analysed using the method

described by Bland and Altman8 for assessing agreement

between the two methods of clinical measurement.

Figure 4 shows the difference between the Goldmann

and the disposable readings plotted against the average

of the two readings. The thick black horizontal line

represents the mean (0.78 mmHg), and the range of two

SD from the mean is shown by the two thick grey lines

(that is between �3.46 and 5.02). The scattering pattern is

erratic, with the tendency being for the disposable to

under-record. The defective disposable heads are

responsible for this pattern of distribution .

The analysis was repeated by removing the readings

where the defective disposable heads were used

(Figure 5). The value of the mean line (thick black) is

0.07 mmHg. The thick grey lines representing two SDs on

either side are now �1.13 and 1.27. The distribution

pattern is symmetrical and closer about the mean. Much

better agreement between the two types of heads

is revealed.

Discussion

This study shows that structural deformities in the

disposable applanation devices have serious implications

on the accuracy of intraocular pressure measurements. It

Figure 3 This photograph has been taken with the disposable
heads placed at the same angulation to the camera, so that the
light reflected off the flat surfaces from both heads should be the
same. The depression does not reflect light uniformly like the flat
surface and hence the dark area is visible on the head on the left.

Table 1 Comparison chart: Goldmann prism vs disposable
prism tonometry

Goldmann Disposable Goldmann–disposable

n 80 80 80
Mean IOP 15.96 15.19 0.78
SD 2.90 3.17 2.22
Range 9–23 9–21 (�1)–11
Max 23 21 11
Min 9 9 �1

Table 2 Comparison chart: Goldmann prism vs disposable
prism tonometry (patients on whom faulty disposable heads
were used are excluded)

Goldmann Disposable Goldmann–disposable

n 70 70 70
Mean IOP 15.87 15.80 0.07
SD 2.82 2.89 0.60
Range 9–21 9–21 (�1)–2
Max 21 21 2
Min 9 9 �1

Figure 4 Bland and Altman plot (all readings in mmHg). All
heads are included in this plot (normal and defective). The
distribution is asymmetrical.

Figure 5 Bland and Altman plot (all readings in mmHg). Only
normal heads are included in this plot. The distribution is
symmetrical.
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proves imperative that every head is inspected in close

detail for malformations before proceeding with

disposable head use. The study also shows that when

deformities are excluded, on average the disposable

heads read only 0.07 mm Hg lower than the Goldmann

heads, thus exhibiting very good agreement. The

possible source of error in this determination of

agreement would come from the fact that the 80 readings

were in fact from 42 patients, giving rise to interclass

correlation. Moreover, the results from multiple users

have not been assessed and compared, and it is

important to realize that results may differ for other

observers. In addition, the defective heads were all

detected by naked eye and slit-lamp examination of the

surface. The effects of more microscopic variations need

to be considered.

In keeping with the recommendations of the MDA,4

ophthalmologists should review their clinical practice

and take measures to avoid risks of cross-infection. In

tonometry, noncontact options have been considered in

this regard, but devices such as the Pulsair tonometers

showed deterioration in accuracy through repeated use,

and regular recalibration is needed.9 Applanation, being

the most reliable and followed method, has involved

several disinfection methods to allow sterile usage.

Chemical disinfection is the common method but

incomplete removal of microorganisms,3 damage to the

head, irritation to the ocular tissues, etc have proved

disadvantages.10 The disposable silicone applanation

shield has been offered as an option.10 However, studies

have shown the shield to cause average over-readings of

1.9 mmHg.10 Moreover, the disposable shields cost over

70 pence per shield. The disposable prism since it has

been introduced has been suggested to be the ideal

solution.11 The style weight and design of the device

correlates extremely well with the accepted Goldmann

applanation devices and hence there is good agreement

in the readings as well. The clear acrylic structure makes

viewing of the fluorescein rings very bright and clear.

Like any other disposable device, quality control in

reproducibility of the device structure ensuring accuracy

in measurements is vital. The large errors and potential

misdiagnosis of IOPs are evident by the obvious flaws

detected in the disposable devices in this report. It is

highlighted that if at every use the disposable

applanation device is thoroughly checked, good accuracy

in IOP readings can be obtained and serious misreadings

can be avoided.
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